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would like to leave. Hide keys, cash, the title to the Maserati or whatever stash you're stashing
inside, and stick it on any ferrous surface for safe-keeping. Has 3 removable dividers on the
long axis inside. Manufacturer says it's air-tight and will keep regular or mm cigarettes fresh,
but your significant other is going to catch you anyway, ace. They have a folding handle on top,
a secure locking latch, and an O-ring gasket to make them water-resistant. Great for cell phones
and other small electronics, wallets, cash, lunch, our Virgil Trucks rookie cardâ€”stuff like that.
In red and cream canvas over boards you can't see. Reliable sources tell us these are in regular
use in nursery schools for toys, books and supplies. Or a Fits-It-ALL, for the removable dividers
that let you configure it with any number of compartments from 5 to It just ain't gonna spill the
beads. Rounded bottoms in the compartments make it easy to pluck out even the smallest
items. Weighs in at a little over a pound. Also has 2 1" tall standoffs in diagonally opposite
corners. In several senses. Quite suitable for carrying other stuff like business and debit cards,
cash and bus passes. Plus, they make you feel like William Powell or Myrna Loy, depending. In
gray, black, and zebra, all with an acrylic mirror on one side and a push-button latch. Yes they,
do. Neither Man nor Woman lives by retro hipster vinyl alone. This binder-style CD book holds
24 discs in back-to-back pages with an orange and translucent cover. Comes in an equally
translucent sleeve so the CDs don't fall all over the floor of the car you have that still has a CD
player. Remember Me. Middle Initial. Address Line 2. Our copy is nothing short of a hoot! If we

don't say so ourselves. Here is some text. Science Surplus. Email Signup. Check Store
Availability Chicago :. In Stock. Milwaukee :. Geneva :. You need this translucent plastic
polypropylene box with 14 storage sections that can be customized by sliding the 13 dividers
into your choice of 24 sets of slots. Add to cart. Safe Storage It just ain't gonna spill the beads.
Got Plastic Ammo? Please Note: Our current stock is black and not sure when olive drab will be
back. Square Cases In several senses. Add to Cart. CDs Live Yes they, do. These boxes have
durable hinges and are more shatter resistant than other compartmented boxes. These boxes
have a coating on the dividers that protects metal parts from rust and corrosion. A rubber
gasket provides a watertight seal. Adjust the dividers to create the size and number of
compartments that you need. Each compartment is a removable bin cup, so you can
reconfigure the box without emptying the contents. Choose the box and number of dividers you
need. The dividers fit into molded slots in the boxes to create compartments. When used with a
lid, these tote boxes protect contents from electrostatic discharge. Hang these trays on square
or rounded rail corners to keep tools secure and accessible at waist height. A rubber seal in the
lid keeps water out. These boxes are made with an additive that protects sensitive contents
from electrostatic discharge. Use the box as is, or snap on up to three additional boxes to
create a mobile storage system that fits your needs. Protect sensitive parts from electrostatic
discharge. The magnetic base attaches to any steel surface so you can position your pan where
you need it. Drain holes in the bottom of the pan prevent dirt and moisture buildup. An
aluminized finish makes these pans corrosion resistant. A lip on the back allows bin boxes to
hang from rails or louvered panels. A tab on the back of the bin box allows it to be tilted from
the shelf without falling. Grab the handle to pull the bin box forward. It has a tab on the back to
catch the underside of a shelf when tilted. A raised front and back prevents spills. A high front
and back prevents spills. Six compartments in one bin box let you keep items organized. Unlike
other bin boxes, wire bin boxes are easy to clean and don't collect dust. These bins ship flat so
you can keep plenty of extras on hand. They easily assemble without tape, glue, or fasteners.
Carry multiple compartmented boxes at once using the built-in handle. Create your own storage
system by choosing a frame and adding boxes, which come in a variety of compartment
configurations. Remove individual boxes to take the parts you need without moving the entire
storage unit. Plastic cabinets and boxes won't dent, chip, or rust. Protect your sensitive
components from electrostatic damage. Cabinets are stackable with others of the same width
and depth. These cabinets have open shelves for storing larger supplies and equipment. Bins
slope slightly and have a lip to keep contents in place. Store tools large and small while keeping
them visible. Use these bins to hold small parts. Contact Us Order. Log in. Create login. Search
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Conditions and Privacy Policy. The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. Pedestal 35" Ht.
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